A refreshed look to reflect our reinvigorated services and programs

We were the first, and now the most comprehensive, trade association focused on addressing the specific issues and needs impacting the specialty chemicals sector.

We value leadership and innovation in business, and provide tangible and meaningful programs, platforms and resources to enable your success.

When it comes to our mission and work, we have a singular focus: to grow, represent and advance the specialty sector.

We are the primary hub for timely and relevant information, connections and guidance to drive companies to new levels of success.

socma.org
SOCMA empowers the specialty and fine chemical sector with the latest industry knowledge, an unparalleled peer network, highly customized resources and dedicated technical and professional staff. Discover our Solutions for Specialties and year-round networking opportunities.

Commercial Services

- Capabilities mapping and lead sheet program to strategically grow your business
- Facilitating business development and growth across the specialty and fine chemical supply chain
- Industry intelligence and analytics to keep you on the forefront of industry advancements
- A streamlined project evaluation process for both manufacturers and customer

Operations and Manufacturing Resources

- CHEMSTEWARDS®
  - ChemStewards is a nationally recognized environmental, health, safety and security (EHS&S) management program designed to optimize your operational performance and demonstrate your commitment to customers, employees and community.

- WORKFORCE TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT
  - Our chemical operations training tool delivers quality training that grabs your attention and bolsters content retention. Our one-stop shop can be utilized as a stand-alone resource or incorporated with your existing training programs. The training tool consists of four interactive learning modules, 30 process equipment animation and self-assessment.

- OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENTS
  - Looking to optimize your operational capabilities and benchmark your practices against industry-leading policies and procedures? Our team is available to help you conduct a comprehensive gap analysis to develop and implement efficient and effective solutions.

Regulatory and Legal Policy

- Policy Development
- Compliance Assistance
- Direct Lobbying
- New Chemicals Management

Business Networking

- SOCMA WEEK 2019
- 2019 SOCMA POLICY SUMMIT SEPTEMBER 17-18, 2019
- 2019 SOCMA POLICY SUMMIT SEPTEMBER 17-18, 2019
- SOCMANET 2019 DECEMBER 4-5, 2019 NEW ORLEANS, LA | ROYAL SONESTA

ACCELERATING BUSINESS GROWTH

The SOCMA Lead Sheet Service is your outlet to find chemical manufacturers and foster new business connections.

This new service:
- Provides an additional channel for your company’s project evaluation process;
- Leverages the breadth and wide-reaching expertise of SOCMA member companies, including organic, inorganic, polymers and difficult raw materials; and
- Streamlines your procurement processes with specialty value-added services like packaging, shipping, and certifications like cGMP, ISO and others.

What do you do when you have a new project?

1. "I need to find a contract manufacturer!" Connect with SOCMA to discuss your project.

2. "I can do it!" SOCMA circulates your project information and collects responses from our member companies.

Using the information, our technical team with chemical and environmental engineering backgrounds will work with you to prepare a Lead Sheet, detailing your project requirements and needs.

Once you have reviewed and approved the Lead Sheet, our team will distribute it to the SOCMA network.

SOCMA sends your company all project responses. All active Lead Sheets are housed on the SOCMA website for members to review on a rolling basis until we receive notice from your company that the project has been closed.

Contact us to discuss your project!

socma.org/leadsheet
571-348-5102

Connect with SOCMA to discuss your project.